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Abstracts, keywords 

© Maskulov E. Integration of marine activities in the Arctic 

Questions of integration of sea activity in Arctic regions, its increasing geopolitical importance in 

the conditions of globalisation, the status of Northern sea way are considered. Creation of «soft» 

corporate structures, such as consortia or noncommercial partnership, «the Sea forum» to Nor-

way, the Netherlands Sea Community allows to solve effectively problems of coordination of eco-

nomic activities, protection and lobbying of interests of its participants. There is actual a military-

economic integration into Arctic regions, maintenance of national safety.  

Keywords: Arctic regions, integration, sea activity, geopolitics, consortium, noncommercial partner-

ship, national safety. 

© Timoshenko A. The Russian region policy in the Arctic in the XX−ХХI centuries: prob-

lems of strategic continuity 

The report considers problems of continuity in the Russian state’s policy towards the Arctic region 

and the Northern Sea Route. Traced the main strategic directions of the state interests in the 

northern territories in the twentieth century and expansion them to XXI century, associated with 

the preservation of the Russian Federation the status of a major Arctic power. In the regional Arc-

tic policy is permanent, regardless of changing political regimes. 

Keywords: Russia, Arctic, policy, strategy, state interests. 

© Gurlenova L. Russian Literature of the Republic of Komi: the problems of history and 

modern condition issues 

The following problems are considered in the report the genesis and character of the  historic de-

velopment of Russian regional literature in the 20th century; the cultural mediation between Rus-

sian and Komi literature (typical trends are the interest to the foreign environment and the princi-

ple of tolerance); the problem of the relations between the literature of the «centre» and of the re-

gion (regional literature is the «ground» which suppresses the superfluous experiment and the 

radical innovations of the literature of the «centre»).     

Keywords: regional literature, literature negotiators, cultural interaction. 

© Zemtsova I. World symbols in a decor of northern distaffs 

Considering constructive construction and decorative design of traditional northern distaffs, we 

can note reflection practically all most meaningful world symbols which to some extent are pre-

sented in ornaments and show universal concepts about structure of the world. The design of 

northern distaffs consists of the basis («lopast»), a leg («nozjka») and sitting or («dontce»), it repre-

sents three-parts dividing the world: the high, middle and low worlds. On the one hand the splen-

did and varied decor of distaffs allows to consider evolution of technological process (carving- 

painting), on the other hand we have a possibility to retrace development of graphic motives. 
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Keywords: culture of people of the North, folk art world symbols, painting and carving on wood, 

North distaffs. 

© Konstantinova T. Tribal communities of South Yakutia in industrial development 

In this article, tribal community is regarded as a social organization and as a formal, given its 

characteristics, are considered objective and subjective indicators of the state. And also to investi-

gate social problems and prospects of tribal communities in the new industrial development of 

South Yakutia. Developed guidelines for their further development.  

Keywords: tribal community, the content of the labor problems of the tribal community, the relation-

ships in the collective attitude of the nomadic population to industry. 

© Nikonova L., Kandrina I. Bath and the north: to history of a question and traditions of 

culture 

The mankind used from time immemorial a bath to what results of the archaeological, ethno-

graphic and other researches which have defined its approximate «age» over 25 centuries testify. 

For a long time the bath is highly appreciated at all people, is an integral part of their culture and 

a life. The role of the bath inseparably linked with national traditions, always was multipurpose in 

a life-support system of ethnoses. The bath carries out functions: hygienic, improving, removing 

weariness after physical work, preventive. In ceremonial rituals the bath was means of protection 

from evil ghosts and clarification. The magic role of a bath is connected with outlook of the people. 

The ceremonial bath with ritually-magic actions has practically become obsolete, but with a view 

of improvement, psychological influence, preservation of a healthy way of life in the people quite 

often come back and to these sacral traditions.  

Keywords: social and cultural space, the North, history, a bath, preventive health care, health. 

© Okunev Y. Activization of cultural regionsdevelopment through cooperation with foreign 

countries in a context of Arctic regionsdevelopment 

The problems of historical and cultural monuments are connected with solving ecological prob-

lems, combination of the national and international, class and common to all mankind in modern 

culture. Exposure of unique features of Russian inhabitants and other peoples, culture gives op-

portunity to use the achievements of the past in modern culture. The special value of historical 

and cultural monuments of the Extreme North is connected with the little number of written 

sources on ancient history of this region, lack of writing traditions of Northern peoples, small 

number of sources of early period of Russian Arstic navigation, lack of Log-books and diaries, a 

lot of unsettled questions of tragic death of members of dirferent polar expeditions.    

Keywords: the development of culture, Barentsev Evro-Arсtic region, international cooperation, Bar-

ents-program. 
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© Osipova O. The heroic epos as an element of ethnic identity of sakha: in public’s opinion 

National art is one of important factors in preservation of national consciousness. The central 

place in folklore culture of people of sakha, is occupied by the heroic epos – olonkho. The report 

represents an attempt of ethnosociologists to answer the question of how the cultural heritage is 

reflected in ethnic identity of modern representatives of the people of sakha and what is an influ-

ence level of olonkho as a cultural value of the people to on ethnic identity's development. Modern 

society is impacted by the global processes such as globalization, urbanization, and informatiza-

tion of inhabitancy. The report will try to answer the question of what is the picture that is formed 

by these factors in relevance to the ethnic heritage and whether or not olonhko as a genre of folk-

lore is changing only to a certain exhibited art form which is only symbolizing the ethnicity.  

Keywords: olonkho, heroic epos, sakha, Yakutia, ethnic identity, culture, modern society. 

© Sidorovskaya T. Role of Consumer’s Cooperation in Arkhangelsk Region in Vital Activity 

of Rural Population 

The paper examined main development trends of consumer’s cooperation in Arkhangelsk region 

and it’s main role in rural regions infrastructure development. The emphasis was made on the 

social aspects of consumer’s cooperation activity: supply of goods and services to rural popula-

tion, their employment and income increase. 

Keywords: social and economic development, infrastructure of rural region, consumer’s cooperation, 

cooperative shareholders, economic operations, social mission, personal income. 

© Popova A. Educational status of the Youth of the Indigenous Peoples of the North: the 

gender context 

The article reports on gender differences of educational status of the youth of the indigenous peo-

ples of the North, analyzes the factor of becoming a professional and motivation for professional 

education. Young women of the North aimed at obtaining a professional education and expansion 

of social opportunities, while young men are guided by traditional ways of life. Educational status 

of young northerners defines their gender stratification. 

Keywords: educational status, the youth of the indigenous peoples, gender differences, gender 

asymmetry, gender stratification. 

© Chuvashova N. Protest behavior in region (on the materials of the Arkhangelsk region) 

There is an analysis of the social discontent's basis, the form and dynamic of the protest behavior 

in the modern period on the territory of the Arkhangelsk region in article. 

Keywords: protest behavior, conventional forms and not conventional forms of the protest behavior, 

Arkhangelsk region. 
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© Shraga M., Kolchina К., Smorkalova N. Consumption of alcohol by students of Arkhan-

gelsk in the beginning of XXI century 

In clause (article) problems deviance as criterion of modern social safety in habitats the European 

North of Russia are discussed. Communication(connection) of Serious social harm which can be 

connected to the use of alcohol, including family and other interpersonal problems, problems on 

work, violent both other crimes and social safety is deduced. The researches which are directed on 

individual risk factors and settling down rather close to illness in a cause and effect chain, the 

important sociological processes ignore. In this connection preventive maintenance of drunken-

ness in the learning environment remains ineffective. Monitoring of process alcoholization should 

be continued. 

Keywords: alcoholic psychosis, drunkenness, abusing alcohol, areas of death rate of able-bodied 

population, сonsumption of alcohol the Russian society, the harm connected to alcohol, sharp poison-

ings chemical etiology, drunkenness, the reasons of death rate, social harm. 

© Baisheva S. Influence of building of the Kankun hydropower on the environment: as-

sessment by the aboriginals of South Yakutia 

South Yakutia is the territory of residence of the native population (Evenki) and intensive indus-

trial development. Sector studies have shown the presence of permanent factors that substantially 

affect the process of adaptation to the realities of life. Rapid changes of socio-economic structure 

of modern society have led to the emergence of new social and socio-political factors that have an 

intense impact on the Aboriginal community Evenki. The system of belief, constant communion 

with nature help to survive in the harsh environment of Evensk taiga, uncomfortable conditions of 

the national settlement with one hand. On the other, the invasion of industry on the territory of 

traditional nature compels Aboriginal community to increase their civic position, be able to assert 

their rights. 

Keywords: aboriginal people, natural resources, traditional aboriginal activities, transformation of 

social processes, the implementation of the rights of indigenous ethnic groups. 

© Vinokurova L. Rural Yakutia: perception indigenous population сhanges in enviroment 

In rural Yakutia climatic factors were added to human impacts on the environment. The phenom-

ena of melting permafrost, rising water in rivers and lakes were recorded in rural areas. Normal 

Windrose has changed as well as temperature fluctuations in different seasons are marked. Envi-

ronmental changes are perceived the indigenous population as a serious threat to quality of life. 

Keywords: Arctic North, Yakutia, rural ecology, climate change, quality of life. 

© Dushkova D., Evseev A. Аnalisys of technogenic impact on geosystems of the Еuropean 

Russian North 

Methodical approaches for carrying out complex geoecological researches taking into account 

natural and economic peculiarities of the North are developed. The detailed characteristics of the 
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features of the nature management modern structure and technogenic impact on the research 

territory are given. Preconditions for regional nature management in its historical-geographical 

aspect, the structure and the dynamics of nature management at present, the negative geoecolog-

ical consequences connected with them are analysed.  

Keywords: nature management, geoecological situation, European North of Russia, technogenic im-

pact assessment. 

© Kulikova O. Legal measures of protection of water bioresources of the Arctic region 

In article the questions connected with a general characteristic of the operating faunistic legisla-

tion regarding protection of water biological resources are considered. In connection with a wide 

circulation of environmental problems including in the Arctic region questions of protection of the 

given kind of natural resources are very actual. The author analyses existing system of sources in 

the field of rational use and protection of water bioresources, concrete norms of the right are re-

sulted and characterized. 

Keywords: environment, natural resources, water biological resources, rational use, protection of 

water bioresources, liability of infringement of the faunistic legislation. 

© Filippova V. Social Challenges of periodic floods in the Yakutia 

In recent decades due to climate change in the territory of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) in-

creases the number of flooded settlements. In this article author research addresses problems of 

social adaptation of people which live in the annually flooded village Kyllah.  

Keywords: climate change, indigenous peoples, socio-cultural problems, adaptation.  

© Falco E. Women's personalities in the pages of textbooks the history of Russia 

In article the review modern (published since 2000) school textbooks of Domestic history about 

that consideration as a female personnel is presented on their pages is spent.  

Keywords: women's personalities, gender representation, textbooks on history of Russia, gender 

asymmetry. 

© Varfolomeyev Y., Kuznezov A. Decrease in expenses for electrosupply at development of 

an infrastructure of Arkhangelsk  

In article the estimation of a technical condition of electric networks is given, is long maintained 

in the city of Arkhangelsk. The comparative analysis of tariffs for different categories of consumers 

of the Arkhangelsk area and other subjects of the Russian Federation is carried out. The building 

concept in Arkhangelsk a new cable line for the purpose of modernisation of an existing infra-

structure of electrosupply is developed. Project realisation will allow to raise reliability, энергобез-

опасность and efficiency of electrosupply. There will be a possibility of technological joining of 

new consumers, demonopolizations of the power market and development of an infrastructure of 

a city. 

Keywords: an infrastructure, development, electrosupply, tariffs, a city, power safety. 

  


